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Abst rac t - -The  classical concept of oscillation is not sufficient o fully describe the oscillatory 
behavior of a real sequence. By introducing the concepts of frequency measures of subsets of integers, 
and investigating their properties, we are able to strengthen the original concept of an oscillatory 
sequence and thus new oscillation criteria for difference equations can be derived. These criteria differ 
from the classical ones in that they are described by means of the measures of the level sets of the 
involved parameter sequences. A brief description of the theory of frequency measures for multiple 
sequences i also given. ~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A real sequence {z~}~=l is said to be oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor eventually 
negative, that is, for every positive integer M, there is an integer n >_ M such that xnxn+l <_ O. 
However, it is clear that such a definition does not catch all the fine details of an oscillatory 
sequence. As an example, the sequences u = {uk}~°=l and v = {Vk}~°=l defined, respectively, by 
u = {1 , -1 ,1 , -1 , . . .} ,  
and 
v = {1 ,1 ,1 ,1 , -1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 , -1 , . . .} ,  
are both oscillatory, but the sequence v appears to be "more positive" than the sequence u. In 
this paper, we will introduce several concepts which will help to measure the "positivity" and/or 
the '~negativity" of a real sequence. By introducing such measures, the original concept of an 
oscillatory sequence can be strengthened further and thus, new oscillation criteria for difference 
equations can he derived. Examples of such oscillation criteria will be given in Section 4.  The 
last section is devoted to a formal presentation of the two dimensional frequency measures. 
2.  PREL IMINARY DEF IN IT IONS 
For the sake of convenience, the set of natural numbers {1,2, 3,... } will be denoted by N and 
the set of integers by Z. The size of a set fl will be denoted by [ill. The union, intersection, and 
difference of two sets A and B will be denoted by A + B, A.  B, and A \ B, respectively. 
*Partially supported by National Science Council of R.O.C. 
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Let f~ be a set of integers. We will denote the set of all integers in f~ which are less than or 
equal to an integer n by f~(n), that is, 
f~(n) = ~.  { . . . ,n_  1,n}, 
and we will denote the set of translate {x + m I x E f~} by Emf~, where m is an integer. Let a 
and B be two integers uch that a _</3. The union 
i=,,, 
will be called a derived set of f~. Note that an integer j E EmN if and only if j - m E f~. Thus, 
j eZ \ (a~(a) ) .w jE l - IZ \ (E ' f~)~j -kEZ\ f~,  for a<k<~.  (1) 
i=t*  
1 of{1,4,7,10, . .} is {0,1,2,3, . . . ) .  As an example, the derived set a_ 1 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ~ be a set of integers. If 
l imsup 
n--*O0 n 
exists, then this limit, denoted by #*(f~), will be called the upper frequency measure of f~. 
Similarly, if 
l iminf [l~(n)[ 
n---~OO n 
exists, then this limit, denoted by #.(f~), will be called the lower frequency measure of •. If 
#*(~) =/~.(~),  then the common limit, denoted by #(fl), will be called the frequency measure 
off~. 
We illustrate the above definition by several examples, the first of which shows that the upper 
and lower frequency measures always exist for subsets of N. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. p(N) = 1, /~(0) = 0, and 0 _~ #.(~) < #*(f~) ~_ 1 for any subset f~ of N. 
Furthermore, if ~ is finite, then/~*(f~) = 0. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Two subsets of Z will have the same upper and lower frequency measures if they 
differ by a finite number of points. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. The upper and lower frequency measures are invariant under translation, e.g., 
U" ( s~n)  = U" (~). 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let f /=  {2,22,23,... }. Then, #*(ft) = #,(f/) = #(f/) = 0. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Consider the oscillatory sequence 
= {1, -1 ,1 , -1 , . . .  }. 
Let f /=  {k E N [xk _> 1/2} and r = {k E N [xk _< - I /2} .  Then, #(fl) = #(F) = 1/2. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Consider the oscillatory sequence 
{Xk}k°¢=l = {1, 1, 1, 1,-1, 1, 1, 1, 1 , -1 , . . .  }. 
Let I ' /= {k E N I x~ > 1/2} and r = {k E N lzk < - i /2} .  Then, #u(ft) = 4/5 and #(F) = I/5. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. It is not difficult to construct a subset f /on  N such that #*(~) ~ #.(f/). Indeed, 
let 
am =2+22"2+32"3+'"+(m-1)  2(m-1), m=3,4 ,  . . . .  
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Let A1 = {1}, A2 = {2,3,.. .  ,a3 - 1}, A3 = (a3,.. .  ,a4 - 1}, and 
A.  = {a . , . . . ,a .+ l -  1}, n= 3,4 . . . . .  
Then, [Aj[ = j2j for j _~ 1. Finally, let 
f~= ~ A~. 
[A~[ is odd 
We assert that #.(f~) = 0 and #*(f/) = 1. To see this, let 
bk=1+24+. . .+k  2k, k=2,4 ,  .... 
Then, 
so that 
Thus,/z.(f~) = 0. Next, let 
f/(bh) = 1 + 3 s +. . -  + (k - 1) 2(k-1), 
bk - k 2~ _<~--,0. 
ck = 1+24+36+- . .+(k+1)  2(k+1) , k = 1,2,3,.... 
Then, 
f/(c~) = 1 + 3 s + 510 + ''' -{- (k -~" I) 2(k+I), 
so that 
In(°')l > "{- 1)2(k+I) I 1 ( k ~2(k+1)'~ -1 
ck - k. k 2k + (k + 1)2(k+l) = .1 + ~ ~,~-~} ) -* 1. 
Thus, p'(n) = I. 
Additional properties of the frequency measures will be considered in the following section. 
For now, we will make use of these measures to define several concepts which supplement the 
concepts of oscillation and nonoscillation. For the sake of convenience, we will adopt the usual 
notation for level sets of a function, that is, let f : A --* R be a real function, then the set 
{t e A [ f(t) <_ c} will be denoted by (f < c). The notations (f > c), (f < c), etc. will have 
similar meanings. 
oo  DEFINITION 2.2. Let x = {Xk}k=I be a real sequence. If l~*(x ~ O) = O, then the sequence x is 
said to be frequently positive. If u*(x > O) = O, then z is said to be frequently negative. The 
sequence z is said to be frequently oscillatory if it is neither frequently positive nor frequently 
negative. 
Note that, if a sequence x is eventually positive, then it is frequently positive, and if x is 
eventually negative, then it is frequently negative. Thus, if it is frequently oscillatory, then it is 
oscillatory. 
oo  ~ DEFINITION 2.3. Let x = {xk}k=i be a real sequence. If p*(x < O) < w, then x is said to be 
frequently positive of upper degree w. If #' (x  >_ O) ~ w, then x is said to be frequently negative 
of upper degree w. The sequence x is said to be frequently oscillatory of upper degree w if it is 
neither frequently positive nor frequently negative of the same upper degree w. 
The concepts of frequently positive of lower degree, etc., are similarly defined by means of #,. 
For the sake of completeness, we say that x is frequently positive of the lower degree w if #, 
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(x _< 0) _< w, frequently negative of the lower degree w if #.(x _> 0) _< w, and frequently 
oscillatory if it is neither frequently positive nor frequently negative of the same lower degree w. 
Note that, if the sequence x is frequently oscillatory of the lower degree w, then it is also 
frequently oscillatory of upper degree w. Note further that, if the sequence x is frequently 
oscillatory of any upper degree, then it is frequently oscillatory. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Consider the sequence x = {xk}C~=a defined by 
{Xk}~°=l = {1, 1, 1,--1, 1, 1, 1,--1,. . .  }. 
Since #.(x _< 0) = 1/4 and #.(x _> 0) = 3/4, thus the sequence x is frequently positive of lower 
degree 1/4, frequently negative of lower degree 3/4, and frequently oscillatory of lower degree 1/5. 
X oo  EXAMPLE 2.9. Let the sequence x = { k}k=l be defined by 
-1, k=2 n, nEN,  
xk = 1, otherwise. 
Then, the sequence is oscillatory, and frequently positive. However, it is neither frequently 
oscillatory nor frequently oscillatory of any positive degree. 
3. PROPERTIES  OF  THE FREQUENCY MEASURES 
We note that several basic properties of the upper and lower frequency measures have already 
been mentioned in Examples 2.1-2.3. Our first result here is concerned with the monotonicity of 
the frequency measures. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any subsets f~ and r of N which satisfy fl C_ F, we have/~*(f/) </z*(r)  and 
u,(a) <_ u.(r). 
PROOF. Since f~ C_ F, thus f/(n) C r(n), so that 
la("~l Ir("~l 
~* (~2) = lira sup < lira sup = ~* (r), and 
n---*O0 n n - - *oO n 
/~.(f~) = liminf Ift<")l < liminf Ir(")l = #,or). | 
n---*O0 77, ~t--*O0 n 
Additivities of the frequency measures are derived next. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ft and r be subsets of N. Then, 
u'(a + r) < u'(~) + u'(r). 
Furthermore, if  fl and r are disjoint, then 
u.(~) + u.(r) < u.(~ + r) < u.(~) + u'(r) < u*(n + r) < u'(n) + u'(r). 
PROOF. If fl and r are disjoint, then (ft + F) (n) = f/(n) + r(n) SO that 
#*(N + r)  = limsup If~(n) ÷ r(n)l 
n- - *O0 n 
> limsup Ir(n)l + liminf ]fl(n)[ = #.(fl) + ~*(r). 
n---*O0 n n---*O0 n 
The other cases are similarly proved. | 
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As an immediate consequence, we see that for any subset f /o f  N, 
1 =/~.(g)  ~ #,(f~) + #*(N \ f/) < # ' (g )  = 1, 
and 
#,(fl) + #,(N \ fl) < #.(N) = 1. 
Several other consequences of the above theorem follow. For example, if i l l , . . .  ,f/j are subsets 
of N such that #*(f/i) = 0 for 1 < i < j, then 
#* ~'li = 0.  
Next, we have the following results for the differences of subsets of N. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let f /and F be subsets oEN such that f /C  F. Then 
~'(r )  - ~ ' (~)  < ~ ' ( r  \ ~) < ~' ( r )  - ~, (~) ,  ana 
~,(r )  - ~' (~)  < ~, ( r  \ a) < ~,(r)  - ~,(a) .  
PROOF. Since F = ~ + (F \ f~), thus by Theorem 3.2, #*(F \ f/) _> #*(F) - #*(f/) and #*(r) _> 
#.(f/) + #*(F \ f/). The other cases are similarly proved. | 
Since ft + F = f~ + r \ (f~. F), the same technique can be used again to deduce the following 
result. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let f /and F be subsets of N. Then, 
~,(a) +~*(r)  - ~*(~. r) _< ~*(n +r )  < ~*(~) +~*(r)  - ~ , (n . r ) ,  and 
~.(a) + ~.(r)  - ~*(a. r) < ~.(a  + r) < ~.(a) + ~'(r)  - ~ . ( r .  ~). 
As seen in Example 2.1, if the upper frequency measure of a subset f /o f  N is strictly greater 
than 0, then it cannot be a finite set. Thus, in view of the remark following Theorem 3.2, if the 
lower frequency measure of ft is strictly less than 1, then N \ f~ cannot be a finite set neither. 
An additional basic result of similar nature can also be derived. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f~ and F be subsets of N such that #*(G) + #.(F) > 1. Then, ~.  F cannot 
be a finite set. 
Indeed, if f~. F is finite, then #*(ft • F) = 0 and in view of f~ C_ (N \ F) + f/. F, we have 
#*(~t) _< #*(Y \ F) + #*(~t. F) = #*(g \ r). 
Thus, by Theorem 3.2, 
1 < #'(f~) +#.(F)  <_ #*(N \ F) +#.(F)  = 1, 
which is a contradiction. | 
The final property of the frequency measures is concerned with the translates. 
THEOREM 3.4. For any subset f~ of N, we have 
~* (aa~(f~)) _< (fl - a + 1)/~*(f/), and 
#, (o'a~(a)) _< (fl - o~ + l)#,(f/). 
PROOF. The first inequality follows from Theorem 3.2 and Example 2.3. Next, note that 
-< + 1) a(" l + + 1). 
Thus, 
~. (o-~(~)) _< l imin f  ( '0 -  °' + 1) I~('')l + I ° ' l ( f l -  a + 1) ' ' = (~ ' -  o, + 1),u.(~). | 
'1~--,*00 n 
We remark that the previous properties are stated for subsets of N. However, in view of 
Example 2.2, these subsets can also be regarded as subsets of a ray {a, a + 1, a + 2,... } of 
integers. Such an observation will be useful in later discussions. 
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4. OSCILLAT ION CRITERIA  FOR D IFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
In this section, we will illustrate the use of our frequency measures by means of a difference 
equation with delay. Consider the equation 
Xk+l  -- Xk q- pkXk- , r  = 0, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  (2) 
k oo where r is a positive integer and p = {p }k=l is a real sequence. This equation has been studied 
by a number of authors (see for examples [1, Chapter 7; 2-4]). Various oscillation criteria have 
been derived, one of which states that [5, Theorem 2.1] if 
liminfpk = ~ > O, 
k.---*oo 
lim sup Pk > 1 - ~, 
k-.-'*oo 
and 
then every solution of (2) is oscillatory. Here a solution of (2) is a real sequence {xk}7_-l-¢ which 
satisfies it. 
We will derive an oscillation criterion which improves the above stated one. Note that the 
conditions of this criterion are stated in terms of the frequency measures of the level sets of the 
coefficient sequence p. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose, there/s a positive number c and a nonnegative number w such that 
~*(p<c)=a>0, 
and 
/~.(p > 1 - c) > (2T + 3)(a + w). 
Then, every solution of (2) is frequently oscillatory of upper and a/so of lower degree w (and 
hence, oscillatory). 
PROOF. First, suppose to the contrary that x = {xk} is a frequently positive solution of upper 
degree ca so that #*(x < 0) < w. Then, in view of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4, 
1 <_~*(N\a2~(p<corx<_O))+#,(a2_~(p<corx<_O))  
_ #* (N \ a2_~(p < c or x _< 0)) + (2r + 3)(a + w) 
< #* (g  \ a2~(p < c or x _< 0)) + ~.(p > 1 - c). 
Thus, the intersection 
(N \ a2_~(p < c or x < 0)). (p > 1 - c), 
is an infinite subset of N by Theorem 3.3. In view of (1), there is a natural number n such that 
n -  2~" _> 1, 
Pn > 1 -c ,  
and 
p i>c  and x~>0,  fo rn -27<i<n+2.  
In view of (2), Ax~ < 0 for n - r < i < n + 2. Thus, zn-~ > zn-r+l > "'" > zn which implies 
further, that 
0 ---- Zn+l  --  Zn  "~- ~nZn- . r  ~_ Zn-k l  --  Xn q- ~nZn "~ Xn+l  + (Pn -- l )Zn ,  
Zn+ 1 m Zn+2 q- pn+lZn+l -~ " ~_ Pn+lT ,  n+l - ,  . ~_ CXn+I-T _~ CXn. 
and 
Thus, 0 _> (c + Pn - l)xn, which is a contradiction. 
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Next, suppose to the contrary that x = {xk} is a frequently positive solution of lower degree w 
so that p,(x < 0) < w. Then, in view of Theorem 3.4, 
~. (~2A(p < c or x < 0)) < (2~ + 3)~.(v  < c or • < 0) 
< (2~" + 3)#*(p < c) + (2r + 3)#.(x < 0) < (2v + 3)(a + w). 
Thus, 
#* (N"  o "2v " (7 2v - \ -2 (P  < C or  2: _< 0) )  ---- 1 - # ,  ( _2( /1 < C or  x _< 0) )  
>_ 1 - (2 r  + 3)(a + w) > 1 - #,(p > 1 -c ) .  
Again, we arrive at the fact that 
(N\a~_~(p < c or x < 0).  (p > 1 - c), 
is an infinite subset of N by Theorem 3.3. The other cases are similarly proved. The proof is 
complete. | 
We remark that in the proof of the above theorem, the essential idea is to make sure that there 
is a sufficiently large natural number n such that p ,  > 1 - c and p~ >_ c > 0 as well as x~ > 0 for 
n - 2T < i < n + 2. Such requirements are not difficult to impose; we give two more results, the 
proofs of which are essentially the same as that of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose there is a positive number c and a nonnegative number w such that 
and 
g,  (p < c) = a _> o, 
THEOREM 4.3. 
~,(p  > I - c) > (2~ + 3)Ca + ~). 
Then, every solution of (2) is frequently oscillatory of upper degree w. 
Suppose there is a positive number c and a nonnegative number w such that 
~*(p < c) = a > O, 
and 
~'(p > 1 -  e) > (2T + 3)(a +w). 
Then, every solution of (2) is frequently osc/llatory of upper degTee w. 
Next, we give two examples to illustrate the difference between our result and that of Erbe 
and Zhang. 
oo EXAMPLE 4.4. Suppose the sequence p = {Pk}k=l iS defined by 
I -1 ,  k =18n,  n E N, Pk = i, otherwise. 
Take c = I /8,  r = 1, and 0 <_ w < 2/15. Then, #*(p < 1/8) = 1/18 and 
( (1 )  
#, p> = ~-~ > (2r+3)  +w . 
Thus, every solution of (2) is frequently oscillatory of upper degree w, and hence oscillatory. 
However, it cannot be concluded from the result of Erbe and Zhang that every solution of (2) is 
oscillatory. 
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k c¢ EXAMPLE 4.5. Suppose the sequence p = {p }k=l is defined by 
1 
{ g, k=2 "~, neN,  
Pk = 3 
~, otherwise. 
Take c = 1/3, r -~ 1 and 0 <_ w < 1/5. Then, #*(p < 1/3) = 0 and 
#. (p> 2)  --- 1 >5w. 
Thus every solution of (2) is oscillatory. However, the same assertion cannot follow from the 
result of Erbe and Zhang. 
In the rest of this section, we will derive several additional oscillation criteria for the delay 
difference quation (2). 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose there is a positive number c such that 
#*(p < c) = a >_ O, #.(p< l -c) - - - -  b> 0, 
and 
1 
#. (p < c and p _ 1 - c) > a + b - 2v +-'--']" 
Then, every solution of (2) is frequently oscillatory. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that {x~} is a solution of (2) such that #*(x _< 0) = 0. In view 
of Corollary 3.2, 
#*(N\a2r2(p<corp<_ l -corx<_  O)) = l -# . (a~f f2 (p<corp<_ l -corz<O))  
> 1 - (2v + 3)#.(p < c or p < 1 - c or x _< 0) 
> 1 - (2r + 3)(#,(p < c or p < 1 - c) +#*(x  < 0)) 
_> 1 - (27 + 3)(#*(p < c) + #.(p _< 1 - c) - #.(p < c and p < 1 - c)) 
( ( 1 ) )  =0" >1- (2r+3)  a+b-  a+b 2r+3 
Thus, N \ a2~(p < c or p < 1 - c or x _< 0) is an infinite subset of N. In view of (1), there is a 
natural number n such that p~ >_ c and p~ > 1 - c and z~ > 0 for n - 2T _< i _< n + 2. 
In view of (2), Ax~ <_ 0 for n - - r  < i < n+2.  Thus, x,~_r >_ xn-r+l  >_ "'" >_ xn >_ Zn+l, which 
implies further that 
0 ~--- Xn+l  -- Xn Jr Pn•n-v  >-- Xn+l  -- Xn Jr pnXn,  
Xn+l  ~-~ Xn+2 "~" Pn+lXn+l - l "  >-- Pn+lXn+l -1  - >-- CXn. 
Thus, 0 > (c -  1 + p,~)x,~, which is a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
The following statement is similarly proved. 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose there is a positive number c such that 
#.(p< c) = a >_0, D*(p _< 1 - c) = b _> 0, 
and 
#.(p < c and p < 1 - c) > a + b - 
1 
2r+3'  
and 
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Then, every solution of (2) is frequently oscillatory. 
k oo As an example, let v = 1, c = 1/2, and let p = {p }k--x be defined by 
--~, k=6n,  nEN,  
P~ = 2 
g, otherwise. 
Then, #.(p < 1/2) = 1/6, #*(p < 1/2) = 1/6, and #.(p < 1/2 o rp  < 1/2) = 1/6. Thus, 
the assumptions of Theorem 4.7 are satisfied. Every solution of (2) is oscillatory. The same 
conclusion cannot be inferred from Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. 
A well-known result of [1, Theorem 7.5.1] states that if p = {Pk}~=l is a nonnegative sequence 
and if 
n--1 
lim inf -1 E r~ 
n-*e¢ r P~ > (r + 1) r+l '  
~----n--T 
then every solution of (2) is oscillatory. By extracting the essence of the arguments used in 
proving this result, we may come up with the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let a = vr/(~ - + 1) r+x and ~ > a. Suppose m,n  are natural numbers uch that 
n- (m+3)r>land  
(i) Pi ~ 0 fo rn - -  (mq-2)7"_  _ 
(ii) x i>Oforn - (m+3)r_  _ 
(iii) 
Then, 
<i<n,  
< i < n, and 
i -1  
T 
i=i - - r  
T'i < 
X i -n  
for n - mr  < i < n. 
fo rn -~ '< i<n.  
LEMMA 4.2. 
(i) Pi >0forn -2v<i<n,  
(ii) x~>0forn -3v<i<n+l ,  and 
i 
q- 
j= i - - r  
Then, 
(See [6, Lemma 4].) Let n be a natural number such that n - 3r >_ 1 and 
Xi* 
Xi* -I" 
for i = n. 
- -  > T (rfl)2 for some i* sat is~ing n - r < i* < n. 
In view of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we see that if we let 13 > a, m be a natural number such that 
and n a natural number such that n - (m + 4)r _> 1 and 
(i) p~ > 0 for n - (m + 2)r < i < n, as well as 
(ii) 
1 ~-I _~'-~ 
r PJ ->3' forn mr<i<n,  
j= i - r  
then, no solution {xi} of (2) can satisfy x~ > 0 for n - (m + 3)r < i < n + 1. 
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The following theorem now follows easily. 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose a = r~/(r+ 1) ~+I and/3 > a. Let m be a natura/number such that (3) 
oo holds. Let q = (q~)i=1 be the sequence dethaed by 
1 i -1 
q~ = - ~ P#, 
T 
j= i - r  
i=r  + l , r  + 2, . . . .  
Suppose further that #*(p < 0) = a and #.(q </~) = b and ((m + 2)r + 1)(a + b) < 1, then no 
solution of (2) can be frequently positive. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that {xi} is a solution of (2) such that p*(x < 0) = 0. Then, 
by means of Theorem 3.2, 
, .  \ _< +, .  \ < oo.  < 
= 2 - #*/'or (rn+3)r tz (Uo (re+z), (p < 0 q , _<o))-.. <e)) 
_> 9 _ ((m + 3)~ + 2)z'Cx _< o) - ((m + 2)r + 1) (~ '~ < o) + z.Cq < ~)) 
_> 2 -  ((m+2)r + 1)(a+b) ) 1. 
Thus, 
is an infinite subset of N. In view of (1), we see that there is a natural number n such that 
n - (m + 4)r > 1 and 
as well as 
zi > 0, 
pi > 0, 
q~ )_ /~, 
n-  (m + 3)r < i < n+ 1, 
n- (m + 2)r < i < n, 
n - (m + 2)r < i < n. 
We have thus arrived at a contradiction. The proof is complete. | 
We remark that the key idea of the proof of Theorem 4.8 is to make sure that intersection (4) 
is an infinite set. There are many conditions we can impose on the sequences p and q which are 
sufficient for this requirement to hold. The principle, however, remains the same. 
5. TWO-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY MEASURES 
The concepts introduced in the previous ections can be easily extended to suit multiple se- 
quences. For simplicity, we will confine ourselves to a formal presentation of frequency measures 
for double sequences of the form {zq}i,~ffi r 
Let N 2 = N x N and Z 2 = Z x Z. For convenience, an element of Z 2 also called a lattice 
point. Let f~ be a set of lattice points. We write 
f l ( ' , " )  = {(i, j)  ~ f l l i  < ra, j < n}. 
Given integers m and n, the translation operators X m and yn  are defined by 
x~f l  = {(i + re, j) ~ z 21 (i,J) ~ a}, 
yn~ = {(i, j  + n) E z 21 (i, j) E fl}, 
and 
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respectively. A subset of the form Xmyn~ is said to be a translate of f~. Let a,/3, % and r be 
integers uch that a _</~ and "y _< r. The union 
T 
i=a j=*/ 
is called a derived set of f~. Note that the following important relation holds: 
Y 
(i, j) E Z2 \ E E X'YJf~ .'. ;. (i - k, j  - l) E Z2 \ ~, 
i=a j=~ 
fo ra<k<f l ,7<l<r .  (5) 
DEFINITION 5. i. Let ~ be a set of lattice points. If 
lim sup IO(m'n) [ 
W't, w.---*O0 mn 
exists, then this limit, denoted by #*(~), will be called the upper frequency measure of ~. 
Similarly, if 
lim inf In(m'n) l
m,,n - -e~ mn 
exists, then this limit, denoted by #.(~),  will be called the lower frequency measure of ft. / f  
#*(n) = #.(~),  then the common limit, denoted by #(fl), will be called the frequency measure 
ofgt. 
O0 We say that a double sequence x = {Xij}i,j=l is eventually positive if xij > 0 for all large i,j. 
An eventually negative double sequence is similarly defined. 
OO DEFINITION 5.2. Let x = {x,j},,j= 1 be a real double sequence. If #*(x ~ O) = O, then the 
sequence x said to be frequently positive. If #*(x >_ O) = O, then x is said to be frequently 
negative. The sequence x is said to be frequently oscillatory if it is neither frequently positive 
nor frequently negative. 
We remark that if a double sequence is eventually positive, then it is frequently positive; and 
if it is eventually negative, then it is also frequently negative. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let x = {Xij}i,j----1 be a real double sequence. If #*(x < O) <_ w, then x is said 
to be frequently positive of upper degree w. If #*(x > O) < w, then x is said to be frequently 
negative of upper degree w. The sequence x is said to be frequently oscillatory of upper degree w if 
it is neither frequently positive nor frequently negative of the same upper degree w. The concepts 
of frequently positive of lower degree, etc., are similarly defined by means of #.. 
Clearly, if a double sequence is frequently oscillatory of lower degree w, then it is also frequently 
oscillatory of upper degree w; and if it is frequently oscillatory of any upper degree, then it is 
frequently oscillatory. 
Most of the properties of the two-dimensional frequency measures are similar to those of the 
one-dimensional measures. We list the important ones as follows. 
THEOREM 5.1. #(@) = 0, #(N 2) = i, and 0 <_ #,(f~) _< #*(f~) _< 1 for any subset ~ of N 2. 
Furthermore, #*(~) = 0 for any finite subset ~ of Z 2. Two subsets of lattice points will have the 
same upper and lower frequency measures if they differ by a finite number of points or if they 
are translates of each other. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let n ,F  C_ N 2. Then, #*(~ + F) _< #*(ft) + #*(F), 
~.(a)  + ~'(r) - ~ ' (a .  r) _< ~'(a + r) <_ ~'(a) + ~'(r) - ~ . (a .  r), 
~.(a)  + ~.(r)  - ~ ' (a .  r) _< ~.(fl + r) < ~.(fl) + ~'(r) - ~.( f l .  r). 
and 
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Furthermore, if fl and r are disjoint, then 
~, (a) + ~, (r) < ~, Ca + r) < ~, (a) + ~" (r) < ~* (a + r) < ~* C a) + ~" (r). 
As an immediate corollary of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, 
#,Ca) + #* (N2 \ f/) = 1, 
for any subset of N 2. Therefore, if f/has positive upper frequency measure, then it cannot be a 
finite subset of N 2. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let G,r c N 2. l[p*(a) +/~,(r) > 1, then f/. r is an in6n/te set. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose a c r c N 2, then #*(a) _< #*(r), #,(ft) _< #,(r), 
.'(r) - .'(n) < .'(r \ a) <_ ~'(r) - ~.(a), and 
~.(r) - ~'(a) < ~.(r \ a) < ~.(r) - ~.(a). 
THEOREM 5.5. Let a c_ N 2 and let a, 8, 7, and r be integers uch that a <_ ~ and "y < r. Then, 
I #. X ~Yja <_ (8 - a + 1)(r - "r + 1)tt,(f~), and \~=~Jf'Y / 
#" x~YJa  <_ (/3 - a + 1)(r - ~ + 1)~ ' (a ) .  
We now illustrate the use of our two-dimensional frequency measures by means of the following 
partial difference equation: 
Xi+l , j  "F Xi, j+l -- Xi , j  "~ p( i , j )x , j  - 0, i, j = 1, 2 . . . ,  (6) 
• • OO where p = {p(~, 3)}~,i=1 is a real double sequence. Equation (6) and a more general equation with 
delays has been studied in [7,8] where the question of existence and uniqueness of solutions has 
been discussed and several oscillation criteria have been derived in terms of the magnitudes of p. 
We will now derive an oscillation criterion which is stated in terms of the frequency measures of 
the level sets of the coefficient sequence p. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let w be a nonnegative number such that #.(p >_ 1) > 4w. Then, every solution 
of (6) is frequently oscillatory of lower degree w. 
OO Indeed, let x = {x~i}~,j= 1 be a solution of (6) such that #.(x < 0) < w. In view of Theorem 5.5, 
#* X iY J (x  <_ O) <_ 4#,(x _< O) _< 4w. 
Vf f i - l j=- i  
Thus, 
which implies 
( oo ) 
I~* N2\ ~.~ ~ X'YJ(x<_O) =1-#,  
i-----l j= - I  
( oo ) 
." N~\ ~ ~ x'Y~(~_<o) +,.(p>_ 1):.1. 
x,Y,(x _> 
iffi-1 jffi-1 
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By means of Theorem 5.3, the intersection 
( o0 ) 
N2\ ~ ~ X'YJ(x<_0) .(p_>l), 
/,------1 j-----1 
is an infinite subset of N 2, which, together with (5), imply that there is a lattice point (m, n) 
such that p(m, n) _> 1, and xi# > 0 for m < i < m + 1 and n < j < n + 1. But then, 
0 ~ 1 - p(m, n) = zrct+l,n -{- Xm,n+l ~> 0, 
X~,n 
which is a contradiction. 
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